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1. INTRODUCTION
Let p be a prime, Z the ring of the p-adic integers, Q the field of thep p
p-adic numbers. Let K be an non-archimedean valued field, K > Q , andp
< <suppose that K is complete for the valuation ? , which extends the p-adic
 .valuation. C Z ª K will denote the set of all continuous functionsp
5 5f : Z ª K equipped with the supremum norm ? . The translation opera-p
 .  .  .tor E on C Z ª K is the operator defined by Ef x s f x q 1 .p
x .  .Put R s the binomial polynomials and if Q is an operator onn n
 .  . .C Z ª K , we put r s QR 0 .p n n
w xL. Van Hamme 7 proved the following:
 .THEOREM. A linear continuous operator on C Z ª K commutes withp
 .E if and only if the sequence r is bounded.n
And
 .THEOREM. Let Q be a linear continuous operator on C Z ª K . Ifp
< < < <r s 0, r s 1, r F 1 then0 1 n
 .   ..1 there exists a unique sequence of polynomials q x such thatn
 .  .Qq s q , deg q s n, q 0 s 0 n G 1 , q s 1;n ny1 n n 0
 .2 each continuous function f : Z ª K can be written as a uniformlyp
con¨ergent series
`
n n5 5 < <f x s Q f 0 q x with f s max Q f 0 . 4 .  .  .  .  . n
nG0ns0
To see the meaning of these theorems, we review first some classical
w xresults. In the classical case 1]5 one works with linear operators operat-
w xing on R x , the space of polynomials with coefficients in R. We define
 a . .  . w xE p x s p x q a , where a g R, p g R x . Linear operators Q which
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a  .commute with E have been studied extensively in the classical umbral
calculus. Such a linear operator is called a delta-operator if Q commutes
with Ea and if Qx is a constant different from zero. If Q is a delta-
  ..operator, there exists a unique sequence of polynomials q x such thatn
 .  . Qq s q , deg q s n, q 0 s 0 n G 1 , q s 1 remark: this notationn ny1 n n 0
w x. w xis not the same as that used in 1]5 . Each polynomial p g R x can then
 .be written as a linear combination of the polynomials q x .n
Since it is easy to prove that the operator Q of the second theorem is a
delta operator, the second theorem above is an extension of the classical
case.
Let a and q be two units of Z , q is not a root of unity. Let V be thep q
 n 4  .closure of the set aq N n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . C V ª K is the set of allq
continuous functions f : V ª K equipped with the supremum norm.q
If f : V ª K then we define the operator D asq q
f qx y f x .  .
D f x s . . .q x q y 1 .
This operator has also been studied in the classical case, namely in the
 w x.q-umbral calculus see, e.g., 1, Sect. 11; 2, Sect. 14; 3, Chap. 6, Sect. 4; 4 .
The purpose of this paper is to prove two theorems, analogous to the
two theorems above but with the space Z replaced by V and thep q
operator E replaced by D .q
2. PROOF OF THE FIRST THEOREM
w xLet V , D , K be as above, and let K x denote the set of allq q
polynomials with coefficients in K.
Just as in the classical q-umbral calculus, we introduce the notation
q n y 1
w x w x w x w x w x w xn !s n n y 1 ??? 1 , 0 !s 1, where n s if n G 1
q y 1
w xn !n ns if n G k , s 0 if n - k
k kw x w xk ! n y k !
 .  .n 0ny1x y a s x y a x y aq ??? x y aq if n G 1, x y a s 1. .  .  .  . .
For the proof of the theorems, we need several lemmas. The proof
w xfollows 7 .
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n n y 1 k n y 1 . w x w x w xLEMMA 1. i s q q ,k k y 1 k
n . w xii is a polynomial in q,k
n . <w x <iii F 1.k
 .  .  .Proof. Part i follows immediately from the definition, ii and iii
 .follow from i .
nw xThe polynomials are the Gauss-polynomials.k
DEFINITION 1.
xra y 1 xr aq y 1 ??? xr aqky1 y 1 .  . .  . .x s 5 kk q y 1 ??? q y 1 . .
xif k G 1, s 1. 50
x< 4 <We will need the following properties of these symbols: F 1 for all xk
n aqn n xw x  4 <w x <  4in V , since s , F 1 for all n, k in N and isq k k k k
continuous.
 .  .n nx y a x y a .  .n nx nny1.r2 n < <s q y 1 q a , so F q y 1 . .  . 5nw x w xn ! n !
 w x.Just as in the classical q-umbral calculus see, e.g., 1, Sect. 11 , we have
j k w x w x w x ky j j kD x s k k y 1 ??? k y j q 1 x if k G j G 1, D x s 0 if k - jq q
 .  .k kyjj w x w x w xD x y a s k k y 1 ??? k y j q 1 x y a if k G j G 1, .  .q
 .kjD x y a s 0 if j G k . .q
5 .n n 5 5 5LEMMA 2. Let f : V ª K, then q y 1 D f F f ;n g N.q q
Proof. By induction, the assertion holds for n s 0 and n s 1. Suppose
< .nq1 nq1  . < < . the assertion holds for 0 F i F n. q y 1 D f x s q y 1 D q yq q
.n n  .. < 5 5 5 .n n 5 5 5 5 .nq1 nq1 51 D f x F f because q y 1 D f F f . So q y 1 D f Fq q q
5 5f .
LEMMA 3. If f : V ª K is a continuous function, then the sequenceq
 .n n  .q y 1 D f x con¨erges to zero uniformly, as n tends to infinity.q
Proof. We shall only give a sketch of the proof. For a detailed proof,
w xsee 6, pp. 124]125 . Since f is a continuous function on the compact set
V , this function is bounded and we may assume without loss of generalityq
5 5that f F 1.
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 .From Lemma 1 i we can show by induction that
n




kn kky1.r2y1 q s 0 n G 1 . 2 .  .  . k
ks0
 .  .  .If we multiply 2 with f x and subtract if from 1 , then, if n G 1
nn nny1.r2 nx q y 1 q D f x .  .q
ny1
k nn kky1.r2 nyks f q x y f x q y1 q f q x y f x . .  .  .  . . . k
ks1
h  .Let h be the smallest natural number such that q ' 1 mod p and put
r n h p r  rq1.n s hp . From this it follows that q s q ' 1 mod p .
<  n .  . <By the continuity of f , we have f q x y f x F 1rp for r large
hprw xenough. We can show that p divides if k / 0, k / n. So we find thatk
< .n n  . <  .n n  .  . <  . <q y 1 D f x F 1rp. If we put q y 1 D f x s pg x then g x F 1q q
 .and we can repeat the argument with g x . This proves the lemma.
 .LEMMA 4. If f , g g C V ª K : D f s D g m f s g q c, where c is aq q q
constant.
Proof. The implication ¥ is trivial. For the other, suppose D f s D gq q
 .  .and let f s g q h. Then clearly D h s 0 and hence h qx s h x for all xq
 .  n 4in V . So h x is a constant on aq N n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Since h is continu-q
 .ous, h x is constant on V .q
LEMMA 5. If f : V ª K is a continuous function then Dnq1 f s 0 m f is aq q
polynomial with deg f F n.
( 0  . .Remark. D f x s 0 m f s 0.q
Proof. Let f be a polynomial with deg f F n, say f s n a x k. Soks0 k
nq1  . nq1 n k n nq1 kD f x s D  a x s  a D x s 0.q q ks0 k ks0 k q
Suppose conversely that Dnq1 f s 0. We proceed by induction. The caseq
n s 0 follows immediately from Lemma 4.
Suppose the assertion holds for j s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1. If Dnq1 f s 0 thenq
n .D D f s 0, so D f is a polynomial with deg f F n y 1 which we canq q q
write in the form
 .kny1 x y a .
D f x s a . 3 .  . . q k w xk !ks0
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 .kq1. w x .k .Since D x y a s k q 1 x y a , it is clear that a polynomial ofq
the form
 .kq1ny1 x y a .
f x s a q c .  k w xk q 1 !ks0
 .is a solution of 3 , and, using Lemma 4, we see that they are the only
solutions, so f is a polynomial with deg f F n.
The Lemmas 6 and 7 that follow are almost the same as Lemmas 2 and
w x3 of 7 . We include them for the reader's convenience.
LEMMA 6. Let p be a polynomial of degree n with coefficients in K and let
Q be an operator such that D Q s QD . Then Qp is a polynomial withq q
 .deg Qp F n.
Proof. If D Q s QD then DnQ s QDn for all n in N. If deg p s nq q q q
nq1 nq1 .  nq1 .then, by Lemma 5, D p s 0, so D Qp s Q D p s 0. Usingq q q
Lemma 5 we see that Qp is a polynomial of degree not greater than n.
 .LEMMA 7. If D Q s QD then the integer m s deg p y deg Qp is theq q
w xsame for all p in K x which are not in the kernel of Q.
Proof. Suppose that p is a polynomial of Ker Q, i.e., Qp s 0. Since
 .  .Q D p s D Qp s 0 we see that D p also belongs to Ker Q. In theq q q
same way we can conclude that D2 p, D3 p, . . . , are in Ker Q. Usingq q
the linearity of Q, we see that Ker Q contains all polynomials of
degree F deg p.
If Ker Q contains polynomials of arbitrarily high degree, then Ker Q
w xcontains K x and there is nothing to prove.
Hence we may suppose that Ker Q contains all polynomials of degree
strictly smaller than an integer m. Take a polynomial p with deg p s
 . nymq1n G m. We claim that deg Qp is n y m. Since deg D p is m y 1,q
 nymq1 . nymq1 .  .Q D p s 0 and so D Qp s 0. By Lemma 5, deg Qp F n yq q
 .m. deg Qp cannot be strictly smaller than n y m for if deg Qp s r - n y
rq1 .  rq1 . rq1m then D Qp s 0 and so Q D p s 0. deg D p s n y r y 1 )q q q
m y 1, so Ker Q would contain a polynomial of degree at least m which is
impossible. So deg Qp s n y m.
 .COROLLARY. Let p be a sequence of polynomials, with deg p s n.n n
If Ker Q contains p , then Q lowers the degree of each polynomial by atny1
least n.
 . ` iLet Q be an operator on C V ª K of the form Q s b I q  b Dq 0 is1 i q
 .  .b g K , where I is the identity-operator on C V ª K .n q
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Then Q is clearly linear and commutes with D . If in addition theq
  .n.sequence b r q y 1 is bounded, then the operator Q is continuous. Ton
 .  . . `  n . .see this, take f g C V ª K . Then Qf x s  b D f x sq ns0 n q
`   .n. .n n . . b r q y 1 q y 1 D f x .ns0 n q
 .n n . .  .Since q y 1 D f x ª 0 uniformly Lemma 3 , the series convergesq
uniformly and defines a continuous function Qf. Q is continuous since
5 5 5 5 <  .n <.  .Qf F f max b r q y 1 by Lemma 2 . We can ask ourselvesn
whether every linear, continuous operator that commutes with D is of theq
` i   .n.form b I q  b D where the sequence b r q y 1 is bounded.0 is1 i q n
The answer to this question is given by the following theorem.
 .n. w xWe put B s x y a r n !, because it will be frequently used in then
sequel.
 .THEOREM 1. A linear continuous operator Q on C V ª K commutesq
with D is and only if Q is of the form Q s b I q ` b Di where theq 0 is1 i q
  .n.  .sequence b r q y 1 is bounded b g K .n n
Proof. We already proved one of the implications.
 .For the other, let Q be a continuous linear operator on C V ª K withq
 .   .n.QD s D Q. We will construct a sequence b , b r q y 1 bounded,q q n n
such that Q is of the form
`
ib I q b D .0 i q
is1
 . Define b s QB . Then Ker Q y b I contains B since Q y0 0 0 0
.  .b I B s QB y b s 0. By the corollary to Lemma 7, Q y b I lowers0 0 0 0 0
 .the degree of each polynomial with at least 1. So Q y b I B is a0 1
 .  1.constant. Put Q y b I B s b . Ker Q y b I y b D contains B since0 1 1 0 1 q 1
 . 1Q y b I B y b D B s 0, etc. If b , b , . . . , b are already defined,0 1 1 q 1 0 1 ny1
 ny1 i . then we find that Ker Q y b I y  b D contains B . Q y b I y0 is1 i q ny1 0
ny1 i .  ny1 i . b D lowers the degree with at least n, so Q y b I y  b D Bis1 i q 0 is1 i q n
 ny1 i .is a constant, say b . Then b s Q y b I y  b D B s QB yn n 0 is1 i q n n
ny1 b B .is0 i nyi
  .n.We now prove that b r q y 1 is bounded.n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Let Q be the norm of the continuous operator Q, Qf F Q f .
5 5 < .k < <  .n <Then, since for all k g N: B F q y 1 , b r q y 1 Fk n
5 5 < < <  . < <  .ny1 <4 < < 5 5max Q , b , b r q y 1 , . . . , b r q y 1 . Now b s QB F0 1 ny1 0 0
5 5 5 5 5 5Q B F Q .0
<  .n < 5 5 < We now show, by induction, that b r q y 1 F Q . Suppose b r q yn j
. j < 5 5 <  .n < 5 51 F Q for j s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, then b r q y 1 F Q . It followsn
from the construction that the kernel of the continuous operator Q y
` i . w x w x  .b I y  b D contains K x . Since K x is dense in C V ª K it is0 is1 i q q
the zero-operator and so Q s b I q ` b Di .0 is1 i q
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 . ` iRemarks. 1 Q s  b D is called the D -expansion of the opera-is0 i q q
tor Q.
 .  . .  . . `  k . .2 b s QB a since QB a s  b D B a sn n n ks 0 k q n
n  . b B a s b .ks0 k nyk n
 .3 If Q and Q both commute with D and if1 2 q
` `
i iQ s b D , Q s c D , 1 i q 2 i q
is0 is0
 . .  . . ` k  k .then Q (Q f s Q (Q f s  D f  b c .1 2 2 1 ks0 q js0 j kyj
So the composition of two linear, continuous operators which commute
with D , corresponds with multiplication of power series. The set of allq
 .linear, continuous operators on C V ª K which commute with D formsq q
a ring under addition and composition. This ring is ismorphic to the ring of
` i   . i.  .formal power series  c t where c r q y 1 is bounded c g K .is0 i i i
3. DELTA-OPERATORS
DEFINITION 2. A continuous linear operator Q is a delta-operator if
QD s D Q and if Qx is a non-zero constant.q q
LEMMA 8. If Q is a delta-operator and p is a polynomial of degree n, then
Qp is a polynomial of degree n y 1.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 7.
LEMMA 9. Let Q be a linear continuous operator which commutes with
D . Then we ha¨e Q delta-operator m b s 0, b / 0.q 0 1
 .  . . `  i . .Proof. Put p x sx. Let b s0, b /0. Qp x s b D p x s0 1 is1 i q
b and this is a constant different from zero.1
For the converse, let Q be a delta-operator.
`
i 0 1Qp x s b D p x s b D p x q b D p x s b x q b .  .  .  .  . .  .  . i q 0 q 1 q 0 1
is0
and since Q is a delta-operator, this must be a constant different from 0.
So we conclude that b s 0, b / 0.0 1
PROPOSITION 1. Let Q be a delta-operator. There exists a unique sequence
  ..of polynomials q x such thatn
Qq s q , deg q s n , q a s 0 n G 1 , q s 1. .  .n ny1 n n 0
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w xIf p g K x then
`
np x s Q p a q x , .  .  .  . n
ns0
where the right-hand side is a finite sum.
We remark that in analogy with the classical case we can call the
  .. sequence q x the associated sequence for the delta-operator Q see,n
w x.e.g., 3, p.25 and Chap. 6 or the basic sequence for the delta-operator Q
 w x.  w x.see, e.g., 5, p. 10 the notation we use here is not the same as in 3, 5 .
  ..Proof. The series q x is constructed by induction.n
Suppose that q , q , . . . , q have already been constructed. Since0 1 ny1
 .  .q x is a polynomial of degree n, we can write q x asn n
ny1
nq x s c x q c q x . .  .n n i i
is0
 . .  n. ny1  .So Qq x s c Q x q  c q x . Since Q lowers degree by 1, wen n is1 i iy1
determine q such that Qq s q . This gives us the coefficientsn n ny1
 .  .c , c , . . . , c . The condition q a s 0 gives us c . If p x is a polynomial1 2 n n 0
 .  .of degree n, then we can write p x in the following way: p x s
n  .  r . . n  .  r . . d q x , so Q p x s  d q x . Then Q p a s d sinceis0 i i isr i iyr r
 .q a s 0 if n G 1, q s 1.n 0
 .THEOREM 2. Let Q be a linear continuous operator on C V ª K . Ifq
< < < < < .ny1 <b s 0, b s 1, b F q y 1 , then0 1 n
 .   ..1 there exists a unique sequence of polynomials q x such thatn
 .  .Qq s q , deg q s n, q a s 0 n G 1 , q s 1;n ny1 n n 0
 .2 each continuous function f : V ª K can be written as a uniformlyq
con¨ergent series
`
nn n5 5 < <f x s Q f a q x with f s max q y 1 Q f a . .  .  .  .  .  . 4 n
nG0ns0
Proof. Since Q is a delta-operator, the existence and the uniqueness of
  ..the sequence of polynomials q x follows from the proposition.n
<  . < < .n <  .We first show that q x F q y 1 . Put therefore q x sn n
n  .  . j. w x 5 5 < . j < c B x , B s x y a r j !, B F q y 1 . If we can provejs0 n; nyj j j j
< < < .ny j < <  . <  < .ny j < <that c F q y 1 , then q x F max q y 1 q yn; nyj n 0 F jF n
. j <4 < .n <1 s q y 1 .
< <We prove the inequality for c by induction on n. For n s 0 then; nyj
 .assertion holds. Suppose it holds for i s 0, . . . , n y 1, q x sn
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n  . n  .  . < < < .n < c B x s  c B x since q a s 0. So c F q y 1 .js0 n; nyj j js1 n; nyj j n n; n
ny1  . < < < .ny1yj <Qq s q s  c B x , where c F q y 1n ny1 js0 ny1; ny1yj j ny1; ny1yj
by the induction hypothesis.
jn n n
kQq s b D c B s c b B   n k q n ; nyj j n ; nyj k jyk
ks1 js1 js1 ks1
j jny1 ny1
s c b B s c b B   n ; nyjy1 kq1 jyk n ; nyjy1 jykq1 k
js0 ks0 js0 ks0
ny1 ny1
s B b c . k jykq1 n ; nyjy1
ks0 jsk
< <If k s n y 1, then, since Qq s q , b c s c so c F 1.n ny1 1 n; 0 ny1; 0 n; 0
If n s 1 we may stop here.
If n ) 1, we proceed by subinduction.
< < < .ny1yj <Suppose, if 0 F k - n y 1, that then c F q y 1 if k -n; nyjy1
j F n y 1. Since Qq s q , if follows that ny1 b c sn ny1 jsk jykq1 n; nyjy1
c , which implies thatny1; ny1yk
ny1
b c s c y b c .1 n ; ny1yk ny1; ny1yk jykq1 n ; nyjy1
jskq1
Then
< < < < < < < <c s b c F max c , max b c 5n ; ny1yk 1 n ; ny1yk ny1; ny1yk jykq1 n ; ny1yj
k-jFny1
ny1yk< <F q y 1 . .
<  . < < .n <And so we showed that q x F q y 1 .n
`  n . .  .We now prove that  Q f a q x is uniformly convergent. We canns0 n
write Qn s T Dn withn q
`
kk < < < <T s e D , where e F q y 1 . 4 .  .n n ; k q n ; k
ks0
 . ` n n .To see this, put u t s  b t . If we can prove that u t sns1 n
n ` k < < < .k <  .t  e t where e F q y 1 , then 4 holds. For n s 0 theks0 n; k n; k
 . ` k ` k < <assertion is trivial. Now u t s t  b t s t  e t , with e sks0 kq1 ks0 1; k 1; k
< < < .k <b F q y 1 . So the statement holds for n s 1.kq1
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We proceed by induction. Suppose the assertion holds for 0 F j F n.
` `
nq1 n k n ku t s u t ? u t st e t ? t e t .  .  .  1; k n ; k
ks0 ks0
` k
nq1 ks t t e e .  n ; j 1; kyj /ks0 js0
nq1 . nq1 ` kOn the other hand, u t s t  e t .ks0 nq1; k
< < < k <If we identify the coefficients we find e s  e e Fnq1; k js0 n; j 1; kyj
 < <4 < .k <max e e F q y 1 by the induction hypothesis, which0 F jF k n; j 1; kyj
<  . <  <  .k < <proves the statement. Then T f x F max e r q y 1 q yn k G 0 n; k
.k k  . <4 5 5 5 5 5 51 D f x F f . So T f F f and henceq n
< n < 5 n 5 5 n 5 5 n 5Q f a F Q f s T D f F D f . 5 .  .n q q
`  n . .  .This implies that the series  Q f a q x is uniformly convergentns0 n
< n . .  . < < .n < 5 n 5since Q f a q x F q y 1 D f ª 0 by Lemma 3.n q
 . `  n . .  .Next we prove that f x s  Q f a q x . Our proof is similar tons0 n
w xthe proof of Theorem 2 in 8 .
 . `  n . .  .If p is a polynomial, then p x s  Q p a q x . Using this we seens0 n
that
 .nN x y a .
nD f a . . q w xn !ns0
N n nD f a . .q  .nks Q x y a a q x .  .  . .  k /w xn !ns0 ks0
N N nD f a . .q .nks q x Q x y a a , .  .  . . k w xn !ks0 nsk
 . `  n . . .n. w x . w xsince f x s  D f a x y a r n ! 6, p. 123 isns0 q
 .nk` Q x y a .
k nQ f x s D f a .  . . q w xn !ns0
 .nk` Q x y a .
ns D f a by 4 . 6 .  .  . . . q w xn !nsk
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Furthermore,
 .nkQ x y a .
nD f a . .q w xn !
 .nk1 Q x y a .knF D f a q y 1 .  . .qk w xn !q y 1 .
 .nk1 D x y a .qkn< <F D f a q y 1 by 5 .  .  . . .qk w xn !q y 1 .
 .n1 x y a .
n< <F D f a by Lemma 2 .  . .qk w xn !q y 1 .
1 nn< <F D f a q y 1 ª 0 if n ª ` by Lemma 3 . .  .  . .qkq y 1 .
 .Thus 6 converges uniformly.
N  k .n.. n . . w x .  k . .  .So we have  Q x y a D f a r n ! s Q f x q r x ,nsk q k ; N
 .where lim r x s 0 uniformly, henceN ª` k ; N
 .nN N Nx y a .
n kD f a s q x Q f a q q x r a . .  .  .  .  . .  q k k k ; Nw xn !ns0 ks0 ks0
 . `  n . . k .n. w x .Since r x s y D f a Q x y a r n ! andk ; N nsNq1 q
 .n` x y a .
nr x s y D f a , .  . .0; N q w xn !nsNq1
 k . . `  n . . k .n. w x .  .Q r x s y D f a Q x y a r n ! s r x , and so0; N nsNq1 q k ; N
<  . < < k . . < 5 k 5   ..r x s Q r x F D r by 5 . Thusk ; N 0; N q 0; N
N
< <q x r a F max q x r a 4 .  .  .  . k k ; N k k ; N
0FkFNks0
k k5 5 5 5F max q y 1 D r F r ª 0 if N ª `, . 5q 0; N 0; N
0FkFn
 . `  n . . .n. w x .and we conclude that f x s  D f a x y a r n ! sns 0 q
`  . k  . q x Q f a .ks0 k
5 5  < .n n  . <4Finally we show that f s max q y 1 Q f a .nG 0
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 . `  n . .  . <  . <  < n . .  . <4Let f x s Q f a q x . Then f x Fmax Q f a q x Fns0 n nG 0 n
 < n . . .n <4 5 5  < n . . .n <4max Q f a q y 1 , so f F max Q f a q y 1 .nG 0 nG 0
 . ` n  .Since Qf x s  b D f x , we havens1 n q
< <q y 1 Qf x .  .
< n <F max q y 1 b D f x .  . 4n q
nG1
n nn< < < < < <F max q y 1 D f x since ;n: b q y 1 F q y 1 .  .  .  . 5q n
nG1
5 5F f by Lemma 2 . .
< .n n . . < 5 5 < .n n . . < 5 5Thus q y 1 Q f x F f , in particular q y 1 Q f a F f . So
5 5  < .n n  . <4f s max q y 1 Q f a .nG 0
 .  .n. w xEXAMPLE. If we take Q s D then q x s x y a r n ! sinceq n
 .  .  .  .  .Qq x s q x , deg q s n, q a s 0 if n G 1, q x s 1. From 2 itn ny1 n n 0
follows that
 .n` x y a .
nf x s D f a .  . . q w xn !ns0
w x 5 5  <and this is Jackson's series 6 . Furthermore, f s max q ynG 0
.n n . . <41 D f a .q
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